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Homogenization of fissured Reissner-like plates(*) 
Part ill. Some particular cases and illustrative example 

T. LEWINSKI and J. J. TELEGA (WARSZAWA) 

THE LAST part of the paper deals with three important particular cases of homogenization of 
fissured Reissner-like plates. An illustrative example of homogenization of a plate weakened 
by fissures distributed parallely to one of the in-plane coordinate axes is also given 

W ostatniej cz~i pracy rozpatrzono trzy wazne przypadki szczeg6lne homogenizacji s~ka
nych plyt Reissnera. Podano r6wniez konkretny przyklad homogeniza.cji plyty oslabionej szcze
linami r6wnoleglymi do jednej z osi plaszczyzny plyty. 

B IIOCJie,D;HCH l.JaCTH pa6oTbl paCCMOTpeHbi TpH Ba)I(Hble l.JaCTHbie CJIYlUlH roMoreHH~HH 
IIJiaCTHH PeHCCHepa C TpCIUHHaMH. IlpHBe,D;eH KOHKpCTHbiH IIpHMep roMoreHH3~HH IIJiaCTHHbi 
c rpemllHaMH, rrapaJIJieJII>HbiMH o,n;Hoif H3 ee oceif. 

l. Introduction 

IN THE FIRST part of the paper [3] the method of two-scale asymptotic expansions was used 
to derive the general formulae describing various homogenized models · of Reissner-like 
plates. From a rigorously mathematical viewpoint such an approach is formal. A rig
orous study of the convergence as e -+ 0 has been presented in Part II, [4]. 

The last part of the paper is concerned with two problems. First, in Sect. 2, we discuss 
three particular cases of homogenization of fissured plates. These cases are determined 
by the bending cracking mode, shear cracking mode and tension cracking mode. For the 
first case we show that the curvature tensor influences the membrane forces and vice
versa, the moment tensor is influenced by the in-plane strain tensor. 

Section 3 presents an example of homogenization of the Reissner-like plate weakened 
by fissures distributed parallely to one of the in-plane coordinate axes. Flexural fissures 
are studied. Though the fissures considered are not microfissures and the basic cell not 
connected, yet the derived homogenization formulae can effectively be applied. 

Roman numerals refer to the relevant sections, equations, references and figures 
of the first and second part of the paper. The same notations as previously will be used 
here. 

(*) The paper was presen,t~d a,t Euroll'lech ColloquiUill 210~ Jablon,na, June 1986, 
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2. Some particular cases 

Basic cell problems for all admissible fissuring modes have been formulated in [3] 
as a set of variational inequalities (&'roc), oc = 1, 2, cf. formulae ((1.3.17)-(1.3.28)). Below 
we shall investigate particular cases of these problems connected with the three cracking 
modes which have been considered in Sect. 1.2 and illustrated by Figs. 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5. 

2.1. Bending cracking mode (Fig. 1.3) 

Let us first examine the local problem &'foe. It now reads 
find v1 

E [HJerCY)F' <p1 
E Kbc such th~t 

(2.1) J (Ga11).pericp 1)+EapAJsY1t(v 1))e~11(~-<p 1)dy ~ L2(~-tp1)'v'~ e K~~ ' 
YF 

(2.2) J (AafJJlpY~(v1 )+EafJJlp(!1t(cp 1))y~p(z)dy = L1(z), 'v'z E [HJer(Y)f. 
YF 

Since the local displacement field v1 is now an element of the function space, the varia
tional inequality (1.3.17) takes the form of the variational equation (2.2). 

The localization of (2.1) and (2.2) yields 

(2.3) a { avl a'l'l ) -a- Aa11;.1"' - a- +Eap;.11 -a- = 0 
Yp Yp Y~' 

in YF, 

(2.4) a ( avl . a'l'l ) 
- a- Eap,l11 -a-+Ga.11;.p - a- = o 

Yp Y11 Y11 
in YF. 

More information on localization the reader may find in Part II. Multiplying Eq. (2.3) 
by e and knowing that Ea.f3Jlp = eAa.p;.11 , Ga.f3Jlp = e2 Aa.fJJ.p + Dcxp;.11 we readily arrive at 

(2.5) in YF, 

(2.6) in YF. 

Equation (2.5) implies 

(2.7) 

Thus the local problem (2.1) and (2.2) reduces to 

find cp 1 
E Kpj.. such that I 

(2.8) aG(<pl, ~-<pl) ~ L2(~-<p1)'v'~ E Jq~ (&'~;c"). 
Similarly, it can easily be shown that in the case considered the local problem &'foe is trivial, 
that is w1 = w1 (x). The elastic potential W is 

(2.9) W(e, X, w) = 
21

1
Y/ J {AcxpAJs Bap eAJs+ 2Eaf3Jlp tap[ X;.p+ei11 ( <p1(E, x) )] 

YF 
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(2.9) +Gcxp;.p[xcxp+Q~p(cp 1 (e, x))][xlp+erP(cp1 (E, x))]+Hcxpwcxwp}dy. 
(cont.] 

The homogenized constitutive equations are 

(2.10) 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

91cxp = Accp;.pEi.t-' + N J Eccplplxlp+erP(cp1 (E, x))]dy, 
YF 

9.Rccp = Eccp;.pelp+ * J Gccp;.p[x,v,+erP (cp1
(E, x))]dy, 

YF 

.Ocx = HccpWp (unchanged). 

The homogenized constitutive equations (2.1 0) and (2.11) are coupled. To corroborate 
this statement let us return to the mid-plane displacement u0 = v0 + ecp0

• Taking account 
of (1.2.31) we obtain the identities 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Accp;.pelp+EcxpJ.pX;.p = Accp;.pY;.p(u0
), 

Ecc{JA.p ENJ + Gccp;.,.,X;.I-' = Dccp;.,.,(>;.p(<p0
) + Eccp;.,.,Y;.,.,.(u0

). -The bending moment (9Rccp), referred to the mid-plane of the homogenized plate, can be 
written as follows (see Eq. (!.2.42)): 

(2.15) 

Then 

(2.16) 9l., = A.p,. [r"'<u")+ 
1
;

1 
I et,(cp'(E, ><))dy]. 

YF 

(2.17) rol.,. = D.p,.[e,.(cp")+ * I el',.(cp'(E, ><))dy]. 
YF 

Coupling is absent if e = 0. Otherwise the curvature tensor influences the membrane 
forces (91cxp) and vice versa, the moment tensor is influenced by the in-plane Q strain 
tensor E. 

We pass to the strong formulation of the local problem &'~;:. The localization pro
cedure is similar to that used in our paper [2] and in the second part of the present contri
bution. Therefore we shall only adduce the final results provided that all functions are 
sufficiently regular. The local problem &'~;: yields the following relations and conditions: 

· (i) the equilibrium equation 

(2.18) 

(ii) cp1 is Y-periodic; 
(iii) mccpncx are opposite at the opposite sides of the basic cell Y, where 

(2.19) 
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- ---··-- ------- --- - -·-· ------ -

(iv) the internal Signorini-type conditions 

1 2 

(2.20) [<p~] ;:;;: 0, mN = mN = mN ~ 0, mN[<J?k] = 0, on F, 

a 

where mN = ma.p/aNa.Np. 
The proof of the above assertions is based on the identity 

(2.21) 

where 
a a a 

m.T = mrxtJJaNa.Tp , "PN = "Pa. /aNrx, "Pr = VJa. /aTa.. 

2.2. Shear cracking mode (Fig. I.4) 

A simple analysis of the local problem &'loc shows that now cp1 = cp1 (x) and y1 = v1 (x). 
The local transverse displacement w1 is a solution of the local problem &'foe which now 
reads 

find w1 
E KPF such that I 

(&'shear) 
(2.22) au(wl, u-w1);:;;: L 3 (u-w 1)Vu E K~F I Ioc 

The homogenized constitutive equations are 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

(2.25) 

ina.p = A rx{JJ.J.'c;.J.'+Ea.{JJ.J.'"'i.J.' • 

9lla.p = Ea.fJJ.J.' c lJ.' + G a.{Ji.•J "'AI' , 

na. = -~-n- J Ha.p(wp+ -
0~

1

(w)) dy. 
YF Yp 

Similarly as before, displacement u0 = y 0 + e · cp 0 can be used instead of Y
0

• Then Eqs. 
(2.23) and (2.24) transform, respectively, into 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

mrx/1 = Aa.p;.,,Y;.p(u0
), 

mlcx{J = Da.p;.l'(!;.p(cp0
). 

Obviously, Eq. (2.25) remains unchanged. Thus we see that the problem considered is 
unaffected by e and we can put e = 0. Stretching and bending effects are uncoupled. 

2.3. Tension cracking mode (Fig. I.5) 

Now [ cp!] = 0 and hence [ v!] = [ u!] on F 8
• As previously, the problem is unaffected 

by e and we can assume e = 0. The only unilateral kinematical condition is imposed by 
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[ v:] ~ 0. Local problems &>foe imply that w1 = w1 (x) and <p1 = <p1 (x). The local displace
ment u1 = v1 is a solution of the following variational inequality 

find u1 
E /q) such that I 

(&'ten) 
(2.28) aA(ul,z-u1) ~ L 1 (z-u1)VzE/q) Joe' 

where 

(2.29) L 1(z) = - J AafJ;.~c;_1,y~p(z)dy. 
YF 

The homogenized constitutive equations are given by 

(2.30) 91afJ = * f AafJAJI(cAJI+yt,(u1
(E))) dy, 

YF 

(2.31) 

Similarly as in the preceding case, the stretching and bending effects are uncoupled. The 
homogenized plate problem is conventional, that is linear within the framework of mod
erately thick plates. On the other hand, the homogenized membrane problem is nonlil'l;
ear. 

Finally we observe that other cases may be investigated in a similar way. 

3. Example. Homogenization of a plate weakened by fissures of the bending type and 
periodically distributed along parallel lines 

Let us consider an elastically isotropic homogeneous plate weakened by fissures of 
the bending type, distributed along parallel lines x 2 = nsb_, n = ± 1, ± 2, .. , , se(;! Fig: 1. 

In this case the fissures intersect the boundary F = a!J of the plate; thus the boundary 
of the Y8 , 1 cells with dimensions a x sb is intersected. Therefore the assumption concerning 
connectedness is violated, see Sect. 1.3. Nevertheless it is meaningful to homogenize 
such a plate by using the results of the first part of the paper. We observe that the ·plate 
considered is not kinematically variable since it is clamped along F. 

FigureJ b represents the geometry of the basic cell. We observe that the distance /1 

determining the position of fissure F may be arbitrary provided that 0 < /1 < b. A simi
lar homogenization problem has been solved in our paper [2]. However, only the 
simplest Kirchhoff plate has been examined there. Therefore discussion of the present 
case will be limited to general formulations and results, detailed calculations being omit
ted. 

Now the strong formulation of the local problem or the problem posed on the basic 
cell Y consists in finding a function cp1 = . (p!) E [C2 (YF)]2 satisfying, cf. Eqs. (2.18)
(2.20). 

(i) Equilibrium equations 

V2 1 1 +v 1 
Pa. + 1 -v PP ,fJa. = 0 in YF, 
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a 

x1 

b 

N 
F -r 

L 
a j Y1 

FIG. 1. Plate weakened by fissures periodicaJly distributed along the lines x 2 = neb, n = ± 1, ± 2, .... 

where Y is Poisson's ratio. The above form of equilibrium equations is a consequence of 
isotropy of the material of the plate considered, since 

( 
1-Y ) Gr~p;.p = G vbr~P b;.p + -

2
- (br~;. bpp + br~p bpJ , 

where 

eR. 
G = L2(1-v2) ' 

(ii) Periodicity conditions 

where 

tp~(Yt, 0) = tp~(Yt, b), 

mu(O,y2) = mu(a,y2), 

m12CYt, 0) = m12(Y1, b), 

tp~(O, Y2) = tp~(a, Y2), 

m22(Y1, 0) = m22(Y1, b), 

m21(0, Y2) = m21(a, Y2), 

0 ~ Yt ~ a, 0 ~ Yz ~ b. 

(iii) Continuity conditions imposed by the bending mode considered 

tpf<Yt, /1 -0) = tpl(Yt, /1 +0), 

m2t(Yt,lt-O) = mzt(Yt,lt+O), 

mN:= m22(Yt,/1-0) = m22(Yt,/1+0) 
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(iv) Internal Signorini-type conditions on F, viz. for y 2 = /1 

[q;i] ~ 0, mN ~ 0, mN[q;H = 0. 

Due to isotropy, the local bending moments are 

mrxp = G[(I-v)f)~p(cp1) +v~rxpel'.t(cp1 )] +m~p, 

where 

and R = RJH. 
It can be shown that the periodic function cp1 satisfying (i)-(iv) has the form 

1

0, if m~2 ~ 0, 

cp1 = Y2 m1 +m2, if Y2 E [0, /1) and m~2 > 0, 

where 

and 

Hence we obtain 

Y2m1, if Y2 E (/1, b] and m~2 > 0, 

{ 
0, if m~2 ~ 0, 

e~(cpl) -
- - ~rx2 ~p2m~2 jG, if mg2 > 0. 

305 

The homogenized constitutive equations (2.10) defining the membrane forces take now 
the form 

-IB[eu +ve22 +e("u +v"22)], if ("22 +v"11) + (e22 +ve11)/R ~ 0, 

9tu - n[ ( 1-v2 ~) e11 +v ( 1- ~) e22] +eB(1-v2)><11 , otherwise, 

9l12 = m21 = B(1-v)et2+eB(l-v)"12' 

I

B[e22+ve11 +e("22 +v"11)], if ("22+v"11)+(e22+veu)/R ~ 0 

m22 = ( e) . B 1- R (e22 +ve11), otherwise, 

where 

H 2 G 
B= -

L 2 (1-v2) - eR · 

The homogenized bending moments (2.11) now are 

{

G["u +v"22+(e11 +ve22)/R], if ("22 +v"11)+(e22+veu)/R ~ 0 
IDl11 = ' (the fissure is closed), 

G(l-,2)("11 + e11 /R), otherwise (the fissure is open), 

10 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 2-3/88 
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IDl12 = IDl21 = G(l-v)(u12 + e12/R): 

{
G[u22 +vx11 + (s22 +vs11)/R], 

9)122 = . 
0, otherwtse. 

As we know, the constitutive equation for shear forces remains unchanged. 
The elastic potential of the homogenized plate 

W(e, x, w) = ~ [Gap~(x.t11 +e~(cp 1))(ucxp+Q~p(cp 1)) 
+2Ecxp~(u.t11 +e~(cp 1)) Bcxp+Acx{J.tp Bcxp e~+Hrt.flwcxwp] , 

written out explicitly reads 

{
WI(E , x, w) , if (x22 +vu11)+(s22 +vs11)/R ~ 0, 

(3.1) W(e, K , w) = Jf7
2
(e, x, w), otherwise 

where 

W1 = ~ {G[xi1 + 2vxux2z + xi2 +(I -v)(xr2 + x~1)] 
G 

+ 2 R [xu eu +v(xu E22 + /1:22 eu) + e22 ?1:22 

+ (1-v)(x12 e12 +x21 e21)]+B[si1 +2veu e22 + e~2 

+ (1-v)(si2 + e~1)+S(wr +wD }, 

W2 = ~ {G[(1-v2)x71+(l-1')(xi2+u~1)] 

+ 2 ~ [(1 -v2)x11 e11 + (1-v)(u12 e12 + ?1:21 e21)] 

+B [ ( 1- •:e ) eft +2+- ~) e11 e22 + (I- ~) d, 

S = 5/12(1 +v). 

The following relationships hold 

(3.2) 
aw 

IDlap = -a--, 
Xap 

aw 91ap = --, 
aecxp 

+ (1-v)(ei,+ d,)] +S(wi+wD}, 

aw 
.Ocx =-a--· 

Wa 

The potential W given by Eq. (3.1) is not strictly convex since det [a2 W2jaxcxpax~] = 0. 
The lack of the strict convexity is a result of the violation of the assumption concerning 
connectedness of the basic cell Y. 

4. Final remarks 

More general unilateral conditions imposed on For P can also be considered. For 
instance, friction or friction-like conditions can be studied. However, such problems lead 
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up to homogenization of implicit variational inequalities which seem to be intractable 
by asymptotic methods. 

Problems involving no unilateral constraints are simpler to treat since then the local 
problem 9foc and f1J'roc reduce to variational equations. 

In our developments the functions Aap;.p, Da.p;.p, and Ha.p have been assumed to be inde
pendent of the local variable y. A generalization to the case when these functions are 
Y-periodic is straightforward. On the other hand, it would be interesting to study the case 
when these functions are X-periodic, say, and X =/= Y. Such case seems to be non-trivial. 
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